
Synoptic Meteorology lab 1  

due Wed 18 Feb 2015 

 

19-20 December 2012 case study: surface analysis 
 

We will examine the 19-20 December 2012 snow storm as a means to (a) examine the structure of a developing 

extratropical cyclone, and (b) further your familiarity with GEMPAK. The purpose is to illustrate key variables 

and processes as covered in ATSC 5160 (the theory) by means of this case of a wintertime mid-latitude frontal 

cyclone.  

 

Help for gempak parameters and programs can be found at 

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/gempak/help_and_documentation/manual/ 

Here we use the programs sfmap, sfcntr, sfcfil, sfmod, and sfgram. All programs use a series of parameters, e.g. 

device, which sets the output device (e.g. dev=ps for a postscript image). 

 

Look for the TASKS to hand in below to see what you need to hand in. 

 

 

1.  Surface maps 

 

To start, we will use GEMPAK to create surface maps (using the sfmap routine) for 12 Z on 19 Dec and 12 Z 

on 20 Dec 2012. The surface data are in daily files in 

/netdata/R1/data/ldm/surface/YYYY,  

where YYYY is the year. The file we need is 20121219_sao.gem. This contains all the surface information in 

GEMPAK form for stations across the U.S., Canada and Mexico for the day 19 Dec 2012. We will use soft 

links for surface files. 

 

The first task is to log onto bat.  

We will be creating and analyzing a host of maps for this case study so it is advised to first create a directory 

(e.g. ‘mkdir atsc5007) for this case study.  

mkdir atsc5007 

cd atsc5007 

setenv CASESTUDYDIR /netdata/R1/data/ldm/surface/2012/ 

 

Now run the GEMPAK program sfmap (remember that unix is case sensitive – use lower case sfmap to start 

this program). sfmap plots surface parameters that are reported in the METARs that have been saved in a 

GEMPAK surface data file. As is the case with all GEMPAK programs, there will be a host of parameters to 

specify. Remember that you can save the settings for any GEMPAK program using the “save 

my_sfmap_v1.nts” command within a program. Then you can retrieve these settings later by running “sfmap 

my_sfmap_v1.nts”. [my_sfmap_v1 is an arbitrary filename] In the case of sfmap, some of the following 

parameters will need to be set (note that not all parameters need to be set each time). When you type sfmap, 

you will see something that looks like the following: 

 

AREA        Data area                            WV 
GAREA      Graphics area                   WV   
SATFIL  Satellite Image filename(s) 
RADFIL  Radar image filename(s) 
IMCBAR    Color/ornt/anch/x;y/ln;wd/freq 
SFPARM     Surface parameter list             skyc;tmpf;wsym;pmsl;ptnd;dwpf;brbk 
DATTIM     Date/time                           LAST 
SFFILE      Surface data file                   $GEMDATA/HRCBOB.SFC 
COLORS     Color list                          1;2;3;25;5;6;7;9 
MAP         Map color/dash/width               1 
MSCALE  fgc;bgc;mask/units/lat;hide/valu 0 
LATLON     Line color/dash/width/label/inc    1 

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/gempak/help_and_documentation/manual/
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TITLE       Title color/line/title              0 
CLEAR      Clear screen flag                   YES 
PANEL      Panel location/color/dash/width    0 
DEVICE     Graphics device                     xw 
PROJ        Map projection/angles/margins      MER 
FILTER     Filter data factor                  YES 
TEXT        Text size/font/width/hw flag       1 
LUTFIL      Enhancement lookup table filenam         
STNPLT  Txtc/txt attr|marker  attr|stnfil 
CLRBAR     Color/ornt/anch/x;y/ln;wd/freq 
 

Your actual settings may look somewhat different depending if you have run GEMPAK routines from your 

current working directory previously. Note that not all parameters will be set. To start with you will need to set 

AREA (it may seem odd, but the GEMPAK program is not case-sensitive and thus typing ‘area’ or ‘AREA’ 

will be interpreted the same by GEMPAK).  

 

Help for all parameters can be obtained by typing ‘help parametername’. If we type ‘help AREA’ we get a 

description of what ‘AREA’ is and what format of input is expected.  

 

You don’t need to type the entire parameter name but only the first few letters – GEMPAK will understand 

what you are setting so long as the letters typed have a unique reference. Abbreviations such as “ARE” are 

cognized as “AREA” or “DEV” is recognized as “DEVICE”.  

 

We want to view the entire United States so one way is to specify coordinates for the lower left corner and 

upper right corner. The lower left corner for your map will be off the California coast; the upper right corner is 

north of Maine. Input coordinates as indicated in the help menu until you get an area you think appropriate.  

 

The next parameter is GAREA or the graphics area. This is the area in which your data will be plotted. It can be 

the same as AREA but it is not necessary (i.e., if you only want to plot data over subsection of AREA). For our 

purposes, we can let AREA and GAREA to be the same. 

 

I used: 

AREA=24;-125;55;-60 

GAREA=24;-120;51;-65  

 

The settings for SFPARM should be as shown and you can leave those alone, or you can try 

sfparm= SKYC;TMPC;WSYM;PMSL;;DWPC;BRBK:0.5 

The parameters to be plotted include: sky cover, temperature in degrees C, weather symbols as in the Station 

Model, mean sea level pressure, pressure tendency, dew point temperature in degrees C and wind barbs in 

knots. The order of parameters listed specifies where they are to be plotted with respect to each other. The 

above setting will give a standard Station Model format.  

 

Set SFFILE=$CASESTUDYDIR/020201_sao.gem  

Set COLORS = 1 (for when we make a Postscript file) 

If you wish to plot more information on your map, you can set TEXT size to be less than the default of 1. 

Another way of doing this is to set the size directly in SFPARM. For example, to set the wind barbs to only 

50% of the default size, type as the last entry in SFPARM ‘brbk:0.5’. The colon can be used to customize 

individual parameters within SFPARM. Play with this to make it as you see fit. You will not need to set 

parameters for the following: SATFIL, RADFILE, IMCBAR, MSCALE, LUTFIL, and CLRBAR. 

 

It is your task to fill in the other relevant parameters. Here are some requirements: 

 

You will create a surface map for 12 UTC on 19 Dec 2012, and 12 UTC on 20 Dec 2012. Plot latitudes at 5° 

increments and longitudes at 10° increments in dashed lines with color 4, thickness 2, labeling each line. Your 

map should be in Lambert Conformal projection centered at the latitude of Kansas City: 
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proj= lcc/25;-95;55 

 

If you do not set FILTER, all stations will be plotted. This will result in a plot that is impossible to read. You 

need to experiment with the FILTER setting to achieve a nice balance between plotting enough information to 

allow analysis but not so much so that you can’t read the map. Play with this, recognizing that a FILTER = 1 

setting will give decent but not great results.  

 

Initially set the DEVICE to XW (for xwindows) so you can view it. Once you are happy with your map, set  

DEV = ps| sfc_mmddhh.ps  

to create a Postscript file sfc_mmddhh.ps. Since you will be saving a series of maps, it is useful to use 

identifiable file names. You may want to save as a .pdf file instead of a .ps file. 

 

Remember that when you end a GEMPAK session, always type ‘gpend’ to end. Never click on the corner of an 

open GEMPAK window to close it! You will leave behind ghost GEMPAK processes that will continue to run. 

You can see if you inadvertently ended a GEMPAK session without using ‘gpend’ by typing ‘ipcs’ (for inter-

process communication status) in a terminal window. If you are not currently using GEMPAK, you shouldn’t 

see your username listed in the message queues section. If you do see yourself listed, use ‘cleanup’ to clear out 

your orphaned queues. If you see other users with numerous entries, have them log on and type ‘cleanup’ to 

remove processes. 

 

TASKS to hand in: surface map (3 maps, 30 points) 

 

Analyze the surface weather for three times: 12 UTC on 19 Dec, 00 UTC on 20 Dec, and 12 UTC on 20 Dec 

2012.  

 

Objective analysis instructions 

 

Use sfcntr, a special version of sfmap which optionally allows you to select one of the parameters specified in 

SFPARM to be contoured using Barnes objective analysis. The parameters are the same as sfmap, with several 

additional parameters for contouring. The task is to objectively analyze isobars (solid) and isotherms (dashed). 

For contour interval, use 4 mb (pressure) and 4 K (temperature) 

The additional contouring parameters in sfcntr are as follows: 

 

CNTRPRM: Parameter to contour (first set CNTRPRM=PMSL, with CLEAR=NO, then run sfcntr again, with 

CNTRPRM=TMPC). 

GAMMA is the Barnes objective analysis convergence parameter (use 0.3) 

WEIGHT is the Barnes weighting parameter (use 25) 

LINE provides the settings for contour lines (type “help LINE” for details) 

CONTUR is the grid sub-box and number of smoothing passes used by the contouring algorithm (use 3/3)  

NPASS is the number of passes in the Barnes scheme (use 2 or 3)  

CINT is the contour interval (4 mb for PMSL and 4 K for TMPC) 

 

Next, manually analyze any cold fronts (blue), warm fronts (red), and occluded fronts (purple). Remember that 

a consistent frontal analysis has the fronts analyzed on the warm edge of the transition zone. On these maps, 

mark the location of 4 towns, we will need them later: 

 LIT Little Rock, AR 

 MEM Memphis, TN 

 BNA Nashville, TN 

 CRW Charleston, WV 

 

Discussion questions  

 

1. (10 pts) Discuss the cold air mass east of the Appalachian mountains on 20 Dec. 

 

2. (10 pts) Discuss what life stage (incipient wave, open wave, occluded, or cutoff) of the cyclone would you 

think best applies to your 12 Z 19 Dec analysis, and to your 12 Z 20 Dec analysis? Note: if you are not familiar 
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with the life cycle of extratropical cyclones, please review the ppt file “introduction to airmasses and fronts” at 

the course website (http://www.atmos.uwyo.edu/~geerts/atsc5160/) 

 

 

 

2.  Meteograms 

 

The American Meteorological Society Glossary (sort of the dictionary for atmospheric science) defines a 

meteogram as “a chart in which meteorological variables are plotted against time”. Meteograms are a visual 

way to see how the weather has changed at a station, and are thus easier to understand than reading through 

individual METARs or other sources of surface weather information. On Larry Oolman’s site you can find 

examples at http://weather.uwyo.edu/cities/. Meteograms provide a quick look at changes in parameters. We 

will use them to help pinpoint how key state parameters evolve in association with the cold frontal passage 

associated with our winter storm case. 

 

As you remember, we have five individual surface files for our storm, each file representing one day of surface data. 

We will first learn how to create a new GEMPAK file for surface data. Once the file is created, we will put the last 

two days of surface data into the file and use the file when we create our meteograms.  

Step 1: Creating a surface file 

The first step is to create a GEMPAK surface file somewhere in your own account on bat so that you can write data 

to it. The GEMPAK program sfcfil serves is the GEMPAK program we will use to create a file for surface data. 

Decide in which directory you would like to place your surface file. For example, you could create a subdirectory 

called ‘meteo’ in one of your directories, and then type ‘cd meteo’ to get into it. 

 

Run sfcfil. You will see something that looks like: 

 
SFOUTF    Output surface file                 

SFPRMF    Surface parameter packing file    METAR.PACK 

STNFIL    Station information file          SFSTNS.TBL 

SHIPFL    Ship data file flag               NO 

TIMSTN    Times/additional stations         1/0 

SFFSRC    Surface file source    

              

The first step is to name your file that will contain the surface data. This is the parameter SFOUTF. Set SFOUTF = 

meteogram_data.gem or any .gem filename you would like to give your new GEMPAK file. Setting TIMSTN = 

200 allows you to put a maximum of 200 observation times in your new file, which is more than enough for our 

purposes. (The data frequency is 20 minutes, or 144 time stamps over a 48 hour period.) The last parameter can be 

used to copy the format from a surface file. The default settings should be fine so you can leave this blank. By 

setting SFFSRC = 20121219_sao.gem (for example), you can create a new file (remember that our new file will not 

have any data in it) with the same structure as our old file. Again, the default settings should be fine so leave this 

blank. 

 

Type ‘run’ (or ‘r’) to run sfcfil. You will have to press <Enter> at the confirmation prompt. Type ‘end’ (or ‘e’) to 

exit. In your directory if you type an ‘ls’, you should see your file. 

 

Step 2: Copying data to your surface file 

Now that you have a GEMPAK file to which you can write, you need to copy the data you want to plot. The files we 

need to merge are 20121219_sao.gem,  20121220_sao.gem, and 20121221_sao.gem. You should have a soft link to 

20121219_sao.gem. To start, let’s create a soft link to files 20121220_sao.gem and 20121221_sao.gem as well. 

Then we can use these files to put data in our new file using the sfmod (surface move data) program. When you type 

sfmod, you will see something like: 

 

SFFILE     Surface data file                    $CASESTUDYDIR/20121219_sao.gem 

SFOUTF     Output surface file                meteogram_data.gem 

http://www.atmos.uwyo.edu/~geerts/atsc5160/
http://weather.uwyo.edu/cities/
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DATTIM     Date/time                              121219/0000 

DATOUT     Output date/time                    

AREA       Data area                             24;-125;55;-60 

SFPARM     Surface parameter list           SKYC;TMPC;WSYM;PMSL;;DWPC;BRBK:0.5  

 

In our case, SFFILE is the GEMPAK surface file we want to copy. SFOUTF should be the name of our newly-

created file, e.g. meteogram_data.gem. Set DATTIM = all, leave the DATOUT blank and AREA is the same as 

what you had in sfmap. Set SFPARM blank and it will by default copy all data from the input file. Type ‘run’ (or ‘r) 

to run. Initially set SFFILE = 20121219_sao.gem.  

 

SFFILE     Surface data file                 $CASESTUDYDIR/20121219_sao.gem 

SFOUTF     Output surface file meteogram_data.gem 

DATTIM     Date/time  all 

 DATOUT     Output date/time                    

 AREA       Data area  24;-125;55;-60 

 SFPARM     Surface parameter list              

 

Type r to copy the data from the initial file into your file meteogram_data.gem. Again, you will have to press 

<Enter> at a confirmation prompt. Don’t worry if you see certain warning messages [Some stations were not 

added to file]. You will have to do this for the two other files as well, setting SFFILE equal to the GEMPAK surface 

file 20121220_sao.gem, and finally SFFILE=20121221_sao.gem. Type ‘exit’ or ‘e’ to exit the sfmod program. 

 

Step 3: Creating a meteogram from surface observations 

GEMPAK has a nice program that will make for easy meteograms called sfgram. Now that we have three days of 

surface data, we can plot a meteogram. Typing sfgram, we get something that looks like: 

 
SFFILE    Surface data file                 $CASESTUDYDIR/20121219_sao.gem 

DATTIM    Date/time                         LAST 

STATION   Stations                          BWI 

TRACE1    Parms/colors/range/witness        TMPF;DWPF:3/2;3 

TRACE2    Parms/colors/range/witness        PMSL/4 

TRACE3    Parms/colors/range/witness        SKNT;GUST;DARR/1 

TRACE4    Parms/colors/range/witness        VSBY/7 

TRACE5    Parms/colors/range/witness        CLDS;;WSYM/6 

NTRACE    Number of traces                  5 

TAXIS     Time1-time2-tinc;lbl;gln;tck        

BORDER    Background color/type/width       1 

MARKER    Marker color/type/size/width/hw   0 

TITLE     Title color/line/title            1 

CLEAR     Clear screen flag                 YES 

DEVICE    Device|name|x size;y size|color   XW 

PANEL     Panel loc/color/dash/width/regn   0 

TEXT      Size/fnt/wdth/brdr/N-rot/just/hw  1  

 

By now some of the settings should be familiar. SFFILE is you newly-created GEMPAK surface file with three days 

of data: SFFILE= meteogram_data.gem  

DATTIM is the times to be plotted. Setting ‘DATTIM = all’ gets data from all three days. Otherwise, you can 

choose. For example, setting ‘DATTIM = 1219/06-1221/06’ gets data between 06 UTC 19 Dec to 06 UTC 21 Dec. 

A total of five traces can be plotted and the variables are specified in each trace parameter. The numbers along with 

the parameter specify line type and line color. You can read more by typing ‘help trace1’. For our case, let’s limit 

the number of traces to three. It is best if we set ‘NTRACE = 3’in this case. Trace settings are a bit tricky. The 

help menu for TRACE1 shows the following format: 

 

parameters/colors/range/witnes!parameters/colors/range/witness 
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where parameters refer to the variables plotted in TRACE1, colors are line color, and range specifies how the y-axis 

looks. Not obvious is the fact that you have control of parameter size/line type and thickness as well in the 

‘parameters’ part of the setting. By setting, for example, TRACE2 = PMSL:1:4/2 will give a line type of 1 (solid 

line), thickness of 4 and color 2 (red in xwindows, but 95% black in Postscript) for the PMSL (surface mean sea 

level pressure) in the second panel. Play with these setting such that your final Postscript file looks great! 

I suggest that you plot these variables, in order to pinpoint the frontal passage (do a ‘help sfparm’ to choose the 

parameters): 

TRACE1= TMPC;DWPC:3/2;3 

TRACE2=PMSL:1:2/2 

TRACE3=BRBK:0.4 

Note: scale the win barbs smaller, if they are not fully visible in the image frame. 

 

TASKS to hand in : meteograms 

 

1. (30 points) Plot 48 hour-long meteograms (06 UTC 19 Dec to 06 UTC 21 Dec) for the following cities (again 

save as Postscript, print out, and include in your lab report): (30 pts) 

 LIT Little Rock, AR 

 MEM Memphis, TN 

 BNA Nashville, TN 

 CRW Charleston, WV 

 

2. (10 pts) Determine time of passage of a cold front, warm front, or occluded front at each city – show the times on 

the meteogram with a vertical line across all panels. Make sure the frontal passage times are consistent with the 

surface analysis maps you completed earlier, e.g. if, according to your meteogram a warm front passes CRW 

between 00-12 Z on 12/20, then that warm front should be analyzed SW (NE) of CRW on your 00 Z (12 Z) map. 

3. (5 pts) Estimate the speed at which the cold front is moving.  

4. (5 pts) Discuss how the parameters plotted change for classic frontal passages.  


